
VICTOR SAUNDERS

For Alpine..style read Scottish..style

I n the 1980s there was a small club of mountaineers from North London.
I guess it was not much of a coincidence that it was called the North

London Mountaineering Club. With barely100 members the club punched
way above its weight. (Today it has about 250 members.) I was lucky to live
in North London in those years, and this is the story of how the Club dragged
me, kicking and screaming, into the terrifying world of grown-up climbing.
There was no doubt about it, the things those boys (and girls) got up to in
the greater ranges were strictly for consenting adults.

The skills we were to use in the Hirnalaya were discovered by accident
during weekends in Scotland, so the Scottish Weekend really belongs to
the Himalayan Alpine Experience. It was our entree. The Scottish rules
were very simple: you had to be at work at 5pm on Friday and 9am on
Monday. In between there were two overnight car journeys, as many climbs
as possible and the delights of sleeping rough like beer-soaked tramps. The
climbs began before dawn and always finished too late for supper. We got
used to not eating.

Some weekends were more memorable than others. For example, there
was that one journey to the island of Skye. There were four of us. It always
had to be four drivers, that way the 12-hour drive could be shared by all.
Three hours driving, three hours talking to the driver and six hours laid out
in the back of the estate trying to sleep on top of the ice-axes and crampons.
It would have been perfect for a fakir: a bed of crampons. This time there
was Phil, Mick, Chris and me. Phil sometimes worked in a hospital, Mick
in the tax office, Chris in a climbing shop and me, well I passed my idle
hours in front of an architect's drawing board thinking about the next
weekend. We used Chris's company car for this journey, it was a brand
new Astra with go-faster stripes and even faster low-profile wheels. Chris
was proud of the little red monster.

We arrived in Skye just before dawn and, travelling fully dressed for ice
climbing, began the day energetically. By 5pm Mick and I had just completed
our third climb of the day, a wonderful ephemeral line of blue ice with
three free-standing icicle pitches and a final blue umbrella which felt like
climbing up the inside of a giant frozen jellyfish. We named the route The
Icicle Factory. It had been perfect weather, rare and beautiful. We stood on
the summit, watching the sun sinking inexorably over the snow-tipped
Cuillin, across the foam-tipped waves, and on to Canada.

Chris and Phil were also late getting down that night - we missed the
pub and slept in a shed; that was normal. By 4pm on Sunday we had finished
off another new route and began our long haul back to London. From
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Kyle of Lochalsh to Fort William it is 66 miles. Chris covered that in one
hour. The road was a single lane, just wider than the car. I cowered in the
back seat; that was also fairly normal. This cowering sort of behaviour was
normal because the most dangerous part of the Scottish weekend was always
the driving. When they built the new roundabout at Ballachulish, Bert drove
his hire car right over it. As 'Ballachulish Bert' later said, if you are going
to write off a car, make sure it is a hire car. Dr John English dove (yes) his
Sirocco into Loch Lomond. He landed on a submerged beach and after
findillg a tractor to tow him out, dried out the car on the long drive home.
Henry Todd flew his brother's car into RanrlOch Moor and there were many
more similar stories.

I cowered in the back of Chris's beloved car for the next 500 miles. It
really was a quick little machine, we were all home in bed by 2am on
Monday morning. Chris lived two streets from me in a rough quarter of
Islington. The next morning, tired and half asleep, he could not understand
why, when he let the clutch out, the car did not move. The surly locals
watched him revving up the car again and agaill, but did not tell him his
car was propped up on bricks. The wheels had been stolen during the few
hours he slept. Weekends such as these laid the foundations for the North
London Club Himalayan outings.

We were used to climbing with just two ropes and whatever we could
carry on our backs. Large expeditions with fixed camps and loads of rope?
We had no idea how to do that. We were far too incompetent to manage
more than small teams of two with the simplest of strategies and equipment.
So, climbing Alpine-style ill the Himalaya was, for us, not a matter of ethics
or choice, but one of necessity. It was a matter of shortage of money, gear
and above all, know-how. We did not know how.

Sometime in the 1980s we started knockirIg around in the Karakoram.
Knowing no better, we hired expedition cooks who only cooked fiery lentil
curries. To prepare for the 1987 trip to Spantik, Mick went to his nearest
curry house and trained by eating the hottest, meanest curry he could fInd.
I think it was called a Bangalore Phal. He also decided that the most
dangerous part of any expedition was, like the Scottish thirIg, the approach.
Not just the roads, but also the food and drink. He had read that giardia is
carried in the water, so he decided to avoid any further stomach upsets by
not drinking any (not even boiled water) before reaching base camp. By
day three he had turned a funny colour. As usual, the colour did not affect
his ferocious climbing skills.

In our ignorance we had to invent techniques to get us down. On one
summit the weather turned nasty. First there was the casual flick of lighting
and we hid as deep ill the snow as we could until it left. Then the ensuing
blizzard covered our tracks that had zigzagged through a crevasse fIeld.
We discovered that by crawling down on all fours and probing with the
axes, like a mine clearer with his bayonet, we could sense the soft traces of
our tracks under the surface.
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21. Scottish style - 'the only way we knew'. Victor Saunders gimaces his
way up Minus One Buttress, Ben Nevis. (Mick Fowler)
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Four years later, on Kangchungtse, Steve Sustad lost our compass (he
says it was me who lost it, but he would say that). We had tried to climb the
lOOO-metre west face of Kangchungtse (7600m) in a day. So we took no
sleeping bags or stoves. The climb was harder than expected and a storm
blew up while we were en route, putting down a metre of snow at base
camp. We reached the top of the climb at around midnight and in the early
hours of the morning were forced to bivouac somewhere on the Makalu
La, digging small trenches to get out of the wind. That was where the
compass was last seen.

22. Saunders on the second winter ascent of Pointless, VII, 6, Ben Nevis.
(Mick Fowler)



23. Saunders on the first winter ascent of the Upper Girdle Part 2 of the Triple Buttresses,
Beinn Eighe, Torridon, VI, 7. Part 1 was done by Fowler and Chris Watts.
(Mick Fowler)

We needed to leave the plateau to the west if we were to descend into
Nepal and not wander over the eastern seracs into Tibet. So, when the
wind dropped briefly at Sam and in the grey half-light we glimpsed Makalu,
Steve threw down an ice axe in the direction we guessed to be west. Steve
went first on a tight rope (it was his fault after all) and followed the direction
of the axe, while I tried to steer from behind. It worked, and by that night
we were looking for our tent, which had disappeared under the fresh snow.

There is something peculiarly enjoyable, or at least satisfying, about
solving problems in the mountains. In a way that is what climbing is really
about. It took us a while to dig out the tent and crawl into the sleeping
bags, light the stove and make some drinks. Before falling asleep- I realized
it was now early Monday morning; we had been climbing all Saturday and
Sunday and spent the intervening night in some kind of a hazy dream. Our
idea of climbing Alpine-style in the Himalaya had returned to its roots. We
had finally come home; we were climbing Scottish-style. It was the only
way we knew.

C~t note: Phil = Phil Thornhill, Mick = Mick Fowler, Chris = Chris Watts,
an AC vice-president.
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